Purpose: To determine the optimum sampling and binning strategy for retrospective reconstruction of 4D-MR data for non-rigid motion characterization of tumor and organs at risk for radiotherapy purposes.
Introduction
Radiotherapy treatments for pancreatic cancer is challenging due to motion, primarily induced by respiration. Conventionally, margins are used to ensure full dose coverage of the target at the cost of extra radiation to nearby organs at risk (OARs). Prior knowledge about patient specific motion, however, may lead to more conformal radiation plans [1] .
Currently, 4D-CT is the method of choice for motion characterization in radiotherapy.
Unfortunately, CT has limited soft tissue contrast and 4D-CT often suffers from volume inconsistencies (e.g. duplicating, incomplete, or overlapping structures) caused by discrepancies between the breathing frequency and the pitch [2, 3] . Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), on the other hand, has superior soft tissue contrast, allowing better differentiation between tumor and surrounding tissue. Moreover, the flexibility of image acquisition in MRI could be used to overcome some of the image artifacts typical of 4D-CT.
Previous authors have reported MRI based motion characterization using 2D-cine MRI [4] [5] [6] [7] .
However, these methods solely provide tumor motion characteristics, and do not provide information of the OARs. Consequently, retrospective binning methods have gained interest recently. To bin the acquired data into appropriate respiratory phases, a number of respiratory surrogates have been investigated, such as respiratory bellows [4, 8] , or image based body area [9] . Another method is to use a 1D MRI navigator that records the diaphragm position [10] .
To construct 4D-MR data, previous studies have reported retrospective stacking of 2D multi-slice images using different respiratory surrogates [8, 9, 11, 12] . These methods are closely related to 4D-CT and therefore suffer from similar volume inconsistencies. Volumetric 3D acquired MRI scans overcome these problems, since the entire volume is excited each time.
Moreover, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is inherently larger for 3D acquisitions. Buerger et al.
[13] used a custom 3D read-out and an extensive reconstruction process ( ) to create multiple 3D volumes, which is undesirable for clinical practice.
The goal of this study is to develop a 4D-MRI method to characterize respiratory induced motion of pancreatic tumors and its surrounding OARs using clinically available scan protocols. For this purpose, two motion surrogate signals that serve as input signal for the binning process are assessed. Moreover, two MRI sampling strategies and three binning methods are explored in terms of efficiency, imaging time and image quality. The final resulting technique is applied to three pancreatic cancer patients for motion characterization using a 3D optical flow (OF) algorithm, because of its short processing time and minimal number of control parameters [14] .
Methods
We performed three different experiments in which the surrogate signal, MRI sampling strategy and binning method are independently optimized. The optimized protocol was used to scan three pancreatic cancer patients. Subsequently 3D motion of ten respiratory phases is calculated for both the tumor and the duodenum. All experiments are conducted on a 1.5T Philips Achieva MR scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). Processing is performed using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Surrogate signal
Two healthy subjects were scanned using a fast, coronal, 2D transient balanced steady-state gradient echo (balanced Turbo Field Echo, bTFE) sequence with radial read-out ( = , TE/TR = 1.3/2.6 , FOV = 294x294 , voxelsize = 1.5x1.5 , turbo-factor = 128, 500 dynamics, temporal frequency 2.6 ). The imaging plane was angulated parallel to the spine to sample along the principal axis of pancreatic motion, thereby reducing through-plane motion. The image acquisition was interleaved with a 1D MRI navigator, which was positioned at the dome of the right hemi-diaphragm and respiratory bellows, provided by the MRI vendor, was placed on the upper abdomen.
To assess the agreement of the two surrogates with the pancreatic motion, we performed a general linear model (GLM) analysis, which is a least-squares fit to the data described by . Here is the pancreatic motion, obtained by a 2D OF algorithm [15] [16] [17] , the parameter estimates, the surrogate signal and represents the residual error. Spatial residual error ( ) maps were calculated to find the surrogate with the least residuals.
Furthermore, power spectrum analysis (PSA) was performed on the surrogate signals and the pancreatic motion to get insight in the agreement in frequency range of the surrogates with the pancreatic motion.
Binning Simulations
Another important consideration is how to reorder the continuously acquired MR data with respect to the respiratory cycle (i.e. retrospective binning). 4D-CT scanners employ two binning methods. Absolute amplitude and phase binning (see Fig. 1b ). In the first method, the ten bins (i.e., respiratory phases) are determined by the minimum and maximum of the entire respiratory signal. The bins are thus fixed throughout the reordering process. The disadvantage of this method is that, when the breathing amplitude varies, certain phases will be sparsely sampled [2, 18] . The phase binning method determines two consecutive exhale peaks and defines ten phases with equal time spacing. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that for an irregular breathing pattern, the amplitude variation within each bin can be much larger compared to absolute amplitude binning [19] . To address these disadvantages, we introduce a third, hybrid, binning method, relative amplitude binning. This method defines the maximum exhale and inhale for each respiratory cycle and normalizes them before defining ten respiratory phases. We further distinguish between in-and exhale to be able to model hysteresis (i.e. varying motion paths for in-and exhale).
As retrospective reordering of continuously acquired data is a stochastic process, the binning method directly influences the dynamics of the reordering and thus the number of (continuously acquired) volumes required to fill each of the bins with sufficient data. To get insight into how quickly the bins are filled for each of the three binning methods, we performed various simulations. The navigator signal, which was acquired in the subsequent 3D in-vivo experiments, was used as input (8:35 minutes). The time to fill a percentage of all k-space lines required for the ten reconstructed volumes was calculated for an increasing number of acquired volumes. Moreover, to evaluate the intra-phase amplitude variation (which should be as small as possible) for the three binning methods, the mean amplitude and standard deviation for each phase was calculated based on the navigator amplitude.
In-vivo experiments
Seven healthy volunteers and three patients with an unresectable pancreas tumor provided written informed consent to be scanned according to institutional rules. A clinically available 3D bTFE was used with turbo direction along kz and a shot length equal to the amount of slices, acquiring all kz lines within a single shot (see Fig. 1a ). Prior to each shot, a navigator was acquired.
We compared cartesian and radial in-plane sampling, using the parameters described in Table 1 , in terms of image quality and robustness. 25 Dynamics were acquired as a concession between imaging time and filling. One subject was scanned with the cartesian protocol, whereas the other subjects and patients were scanned with the radial protocol. Two subjects, who were scanned with the radial protocol, had a smaller FOV (330x330x64 ), which was sufficient to cover the pancreatic motion path.
Reconstruction was performed offline on an 8-core CPU computer using ReconFrame reconstruction software (Gyrotools, Zurich, CH). Due to the stochastic nature of the filling of respiratory phases, it is likely that certain k-space segments are acquired multiple times during acquisition. When this occurred, complex averaging was performed to increase SNR. Image quality was assessed both visually and using the structural similarity (SSIM) index [20] , which calculates the similarity between two images as a ratio between 0 (no similarity) and 1 (perfect similarity).
4D Motion Analysis
Data of three patients were reconstructed using relative amplitude binning. Non-rigid motion was calculated using a multi-threaded optimized 3D OF algorithm [14] . In short, this algorithm calculates the motion between two imaging frames based on intensity gradients with an additional constraint on motion smoothness to model elastic organ deformation. All respiratory phases were registered to one reference phase (the first phase) as can be seen in Fig. 1c . The tumor and OARs were delineated on the reconstructed reference volume, and the mean motion within each delineated structure was calculated for all respiratory phases.
To assess the quality of the motion estimation by the OF algorithm, all images were registered to the reference phase and visually inspected for residual motion. Moreover, the motion vectors of consecutive phases were added. Since this trajectory comprises a full respiratory cycle, the results should be close to zero. Furthermore, the OF results were compared to results obtained by Elastix [21] . Elastix is a widely used ITK-based non-rigid registration package, which uses B-spline registration, but requires much more computation time, and can therefore not be used in an online setting. Fig. 2a shows the residuals of the GLM using either the respiratory bellows or the MRI navigator as surrogate signal to model the motion within the abdomen for a representative subject along with an anatomical reference image. It is seen that the residuals within the pancreas are 3 times higher for the bellows compared to when the navigator is used. These maps further demonstrate the large motion heterogeneity over the FOV. Fig. 2b displays the power spectra of the pancreatic motion, and the spectra of the two surrogates. Aside from large respiratory peaks between 0.25 and 0.32 in all spectra, low frequencies ( 0.05 ) are present in the spectra of the pancreatic motion and the navigator, but absent in the bellows spectrum, which may indicate that the bellows are unable to pick up slow frequency position drifts. A diaphragm navigator is therefore used for all subsequent experiments. Fig. 3a illustrates the amplitude variation within each phase for the three binning methods.
Results
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Absolute amplitude binning displays the smallest intra-phase variation, with a mean standard deviation over all subjects and phases of 2.0 . Phase binning reveals the largest amplitude variation, with a mean standard deviation of 3.9 , whereas relative amplitude binning has a mean standard deviation of 3.3 . Fig. 3b shows the ratio of the total k-space that is assigned to its appropriate respiratory phase as a function of the acquired number of dynamics. It reveals a rapid increase in k-space filling in the beginning, but an asymptotical approach towards due to the stochastic character of the respiratory filling. The average filling over all subjects after 25 dynamics is for absolute amplitude, for relative amplitude, and for phase binning. Fig. 3c , finally, shows the distribution of the assigned -space data across the ten phases. Missing data are denoted in white. The figure clearly demonstrates that the inhale phases (i.e. phase five/six) are only sparsely sampled with data when absolute amplitude binning is used. Considering the trade-off between low intra-phase amplitude variation and uniform k-space filing, relative amplitude binning will be used for the subsequent experiments. anterior motion at the location of the psoas muscle, affecting both kidneys. LR motion is marginal in all structures. Furthermore, heterogeneity of motion is observed within the tumor (arrow). As the tumor shown here was unresectable, the heterogeneity could result from the observed ingrowth into blood vessels that immobilize the tumor at this location. Motion trajectories over all respiratory phases exhibit hysteresis effects for both the tumor and the duodenum for all patients (Fig. 5d-e 
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Discussion
In this paper, a novel 4D-MRI method was presented using only clinically available scan protocols. The total imaging and processing time was less than 15 minutes, which makes MRI based motion characterization of both the tumor and OARs clinically feasible.
Various 4D motion analyses were performed in three patients. Inter-organ and inter-patient variation was observed in the motion trajectories, which shows the clinical importance of patient specific motion models. Motion heterogeneity was apparent within the tumors, which may be caused by fixation of the tumor to blood vessels, due to ingrowth, which was confirmed by a radiologist.
The calculated patient specific 4D motion trajectories can be used for optimizing the radiation plan for both the GTV and the OARs in abdominal tumors. This can be used to transition from population based internal target volume (ITV) [22] to patient specific ITV. Moreover, the ability to perform motion characterization of OARs, such as the duodenum, allows for better definition of planning organs at risk volumes (PRVs) [23] , which will aid reducing toxicity.
Further, with the development of MR-Linac systems (e.g. [24] ), the techniques from this study can be used to calculate the daily variation in motion, online, just prior to treatment and used for online tracking models and beam steering. Although the technique is only used for pancreatic tumors in this study, we believe it can be used for other abdominal tumors, which suffer from respiratory motion, e.g. liver and kidney tumors.
We have shown a 1D MRI navigator correlated better with pancreatic motion, than external respiratory bellows. Moreover, synchronization between the acquired image data and the navigator signal is more robust than for the bellows as mentioned previously [8] . It is worth pointing out, however, that the acquisition of the MR navigator does require some additional scanning time ( increase in scanning time).
The proposed relative amplitude binning showed the best trade-off between k-space filling efficiency and small intra-phase amplitude variation. Phase binning also performed well in the simulations, which is probably caused by the relatively stable respiratory signals used for these simulations. However, when breathing becomes more erratic, phase binning will likely result in larger intra-phase amplitude variation.
Finally, it was shown that radial in-plane sampling is superior to cartesian sampling. In radial sampling the center of -space is sampled for every read-out line, which makes the sequence more robust against image artifacts resulting from undersampling or intra-view motion [25, 26] .
In the reordered data sets this occurs when the bins are not completely filled or when the intra-phase variation is large (Fig. 4) .
Limitations
Higher frequency induced motion (e.g. pulsatile motion) will not be visualized by retrospective respiratory binning, which is a limitation of any retrospective method. Furthermore, retrospective binning represents the motion of an average breathing cycle, whereas inter-and intra-cycle variation is not modeled, which may vary substantially (as was seen in the 2D data).
Moreover, the overall accuracy of the presented method is very difficult to determine. The retrospective binning, intra-phase amplitude variation and averaging will modulate k-space in a complex way. Future studies will therefore mainly focus on investigating the overall accuracy of the proposed technique.
Conclusion
A way to estimate 3D motion for ten respiratory phases based on retrospectively binning of k-space data using solely clinically scanning protocols has been presented. Optimized respiratory binning, based on an MR navigator, in combination with robust MR sampling resulted in ten 3D volumes. Using a fast 3D optical flow algorithm, we were able to calculate 4D motion for all abdominal structures within 13 minutes after starting acquisition. (d) Coronal and (e) sagittal motion of tumor and duodenum for three patients.
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